
SALE OF CHOMETZ 2019-5779 
Name _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address(es) ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please describe where you have stored the Chometz 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please note:  The Sale incudes but is not limited to these specific places or addresses. 

Contact information _____________________________________________________________ 

Access to chometz can be obtained through contacting -________________________________________________ 

This should serve as proof for Rabbi Dov Greer, that I, the undersigned, have given permission to Rabbi Dov Greer to sign a bill of 
sale for my chometz which will be sold to a non-Jew prior to Passover, 2019.  Further, I who have signed below, give complete and 
unencumbered license to Rabbi Dov Greer to sell said chometz, as an absolute and final sale, using any form of acquisition that Rabbi 
Dov Greer desires, considering all the items explained below. 

1) Any form of chometz that I own, whether in food or drink, whether it is fit for a human or an animal, in its pure form or in a mixture, and even if 
it has begun to spoil, and even residue of chometz that has adhered to another substance:  I give permission and power of attorney to Rabbi Dov 
Greer to sell the aforementioned to any non-Jew he chooses using any form of transfer that he wishes and utilizing any form of assessment of the 
value of the aforementioned chometz that he selects.   Further, I even allow Rabbi Dov Greer to sell the chometz on credit and allow the sale to 
proceed even if the non-Jew has a poor credit history. 

2) I give permission to Rabbi Dov Greer to rent or sell all the places where the chometz is located.  This includes a place which I own or I rent or I 
have jurisdiction over.  I give power of attorney to Rabbi Dov Greer to sell or rent the aforementioned locations to anyone he wishes through any 
form of conveyance he chooses whether that type of transfer works through Jewish law or through secular law.  Rabbi Dov Greer may allow the 
non-Jew to place his/her own items in the area that he/she has rented or purchased. 

3) Any form of chometz which is under my jurisdiction in any way including chometz that I have acquired without my knowledge or even against my 
will, is incorporated in this sale, and its location is included in the locations which will be rented or sold to a non-Jew. 

This document will be in full force from now on, and in all matters regarding items mentioned in this document, any action Rabbi 
Dov Greer takes will be as if I acted myself and his signature will be as if I personally affixed my signature. Any action taken to 
dispose of the chometz and rent or sell its location will be as if I took said action myself, and I forgo any right I may retain to state 
that said action is not one that I would have done.   

This document shall be interpreted only in a way which affirms and strengthens the ability of Rabbi Dov Greer to sell or dispose of 
my chometz and shall be interpreted in accordance with documents written under the guidance and direction of our sages. 

As proof to everything stated above, I hereby sign today 

 

 

_______________________________________________                _______________________ 

Signature                                                                                                       Date 


